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In a spin: the science and sociology of spiral galaxies

Dr. Prashin Jethwa

Spiral galaxies are spinning, but in which direction? This simple question has a rich and interesting history, and tests some of our most fundamental assumptions about the nature of the Universe. Our attempts at providing an answer have revealed previously unknown details about how humans perceive reality, and raises an important question about the accuracy not just of human vision, but computer vision. Join me as we spiral into these topics, from both a scientific and sociological perspective.

The lecture will be given in the lecture room of the University Observatory and will also be streamed online. The link to the video stream can be found on our home page:

http://sternwartennaechte.univie.ac.at

The lecture will be given in English.

Der Vortrag findet im Hörsaal der Universitätssternwarte statt und wird gleichzeitig online übertragen. Der Link zum Videostream ist auf unserer Homepage zu finden:

http://sternwartennaechte.univie.ac.at